
CREA Presents 

Open Hours at the Cathance River Ecology Center 

 

In 2000, an agreement between Central Topsham Associates, LLC and the citizens’ group 

Topsham’s Future established the 235-acre Cathance River Preserve. The non-profit Cathance 

River Education Alliance (CREA) was founded at the same time to encourage the use of the 

Preserve for ecological education.  

More than a decade later, CREA has become known for hands-on environmental 

education programs in the classroom and at the preserve’s Ecology Center: its Environmental 

Youth Leadership program and popular Vacation Nature Camp series, adult workshops at the 

Preserve and lecture series held at the Topsham Public Library. Over five miles of trails - 

showcasing a richly diverse wild river habitat – are open to the public from dawn to dusk.  

CREA’s Ecology Center will now be open for all to enjoy, holding public open hours 

each Sunday this summer from 11 am to 3 pm. A recycled Civil War era post and beam barn 

transported from New York, the Center boasts numerous green features, such as recycled 

materials and clay-finished walls. Concepts of energy and sustainability come alive while you 

tour our entirely off-grid facility, with a rooftop photo voltaic system and wind turbine producing 

renewable energy, a solar thermal sheet and bio mass stove to provide heating, and a rain barrel 

and gutter system to supply non-potable water. 

Inside, there is plenty more to explore. The Center is a science lab, with microscopes, 

specimens, and skeletons; a field study outpost, with field guides, animal displays, and a remote 

wildlife camera; a historic site, teaching about feldspar mining at nearby quarries; and a weather 

station. CREA’s extensive library includes resources for all ages. 

CREA Board members are hosting Open Hours at the Ecology Center all summer, 

Sundays from 11 am to 3 pm. Visitors can learn about the center’s green features, explore 

field guides, animal specimens, and geology, or watch footage from a remote wildlife 

camera. Come by to say hello and discover the building that teaches. 

For more information on the open hours or how to become a member, visit creamaine.org, 

or call (207) 798-1913. 

http://creamaine.org/announcing-open-hours-at-the-cathance-river-ecology-center/

